Hi Jeff,

We inspected the blowers at the Springfield Street School complex this morning and found that one of the blowers at the middle school had turned off because of water collected in the knockout tank. The tank was drained and the blower was restarted.

Thank you,
Donna

---

**What is the subject of the email?**

**Springfield Street School**

**Who is the sender?**

Pallister, Donna [mailto:Donna.Pallister@arcadis-us.com]

**Who are the recipients?**

To: Crawford, Jeffrey (DEM)
Cc: Alan Sepe

**What did the sender find?**

One of the blowers at the middle school had turned off because of water collected in the knockout tank.

**What did the sender do?**

Drained the tank and restarted the blower.

---

**From:** Pallister, Donna [mailto:Donna.Pallister@arcadis-us.com]

**Sent:** Monday, March 31, 2014 2:21 PM

**To:** Crawford, Jeffrey (DEM)

**Cc:** Alan Sepe

**Subject:** Springfield Street School

Hi Jeff,

We inspected the blowers at the Springfield Street School complex this morning and found that one of the blowers at the middle school had turned off because of water collected in the knockout tank. The tank was drained and the blower was restarted.

Thank you,

Donna

---
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